Improved eruption path quantification and treatment time prognosis in alignment of impacted maxillary canines using CBCT imaging.
Orthodontic alignment of impacted upper canines is desirable for functional and aesthetic reasons, but time-consuming and difficult. Estimated treatment time is thus an important factor in treatment planning, its predictability based on hitherto available two-dimensional radiological measurements, however, quite limited (max. 39.1-42%). We thus aimed to improve treatment time prognosis of palatally impacted upper canines based on a three-dimensional quantification of eruption path length in baseline cone-beam computed tomographical (CBCT) diagnostic data. Baseline CBCT and orthopantomogram (OPT) data and treatment times of 30 adolescent non-syndromic/cleft orthodontic patients with an unilaterally palatally impacted upper canine, aligned by fixed orthodontic non-extraction traction treatment (closed eruption), were retrospectively analysed. Eruption path length was quantified by conventional two-dimensional and new three-dimensional methods, correlated with time to canine alignment and a prediction equation derived by linear regression. CBCT and OPT eruption path length and time to canine alignment did not show significant gender, age, or impaction side differences, but CBCT methods a distinct correlation (r = 0.856/0.844, P < 0.001) and high concordance [Lin's concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) = 0.9438]. Linear regression yielded a predictability (r2 × 100%) of time to canine alignment from eruption path length of 73.3 per cent (CBCT trigonometry), 71.3 per cent (CBCT-simplified), and 50.0 per cent (OPT), respectively. The proposed model for treatment time prediction is only valid for eruption path lengths up to 8 mm. In some cases of canines being defined as impacted, these may have had the potential of spontaneous eruption. Possible inter-individual differences have to be considered. Treatment time prediction for alignment of impacted upper canines can be achieved at an improved certainty of up to 73.3 per cent by the proposed CBCT methods for quantifying eruption path length compared to OPT measurements. Due to absence of gender, age, and impaction side differences, the derived regression formula should be universally usable in non-syndromic/cleft adolescents with palatally impacted upper canines.